
Chalfont St Giles vs HURLEY 1XI – 7th August 2010 

HURLEY 
D Simoes c ?       b Chalmers 34 

D Day c ?       b Cross 49 

N Akhtar c ?       b Payne 58 2x6 

T Balchin lbw Plested 0 

T Moore c ?       b Plested 0 

P Ridgeway b Plested 30  1x6 

P Todd c ?       b Payne 1 

D Forrest Not out 11 1x6 

M Cole Not out 7 

K Porter 

A Easter 

 Extras 15 

 Total 205-7 

 

CHALFONT ST GILES 
C Cross c Cole b Balchin 29 

R Patel lbw Balchin 30 

A Forshaw lbw Forrest 0 

N Lancaster c Ridgeway b Akhtar 33 

A Harding Not out 48 

M Stannard c Easter b Akhtar 1 

S Lancaster Not out 42 

 Extras 23 

 Total 206-5 

 

P Ridgeway 6-0-44-0  M Cole  7-0-42-0 

D Forrest 15-1-56-1  N Akhtar 10-3-27-2 

T Balchin 8.4-4-19-2   

   

 

It is an intimidating place visiting Chalfont St Giles as you squeeze through the iron gratings designed 

to keep out Travellers and opposition alike and then roll up to the wide open space of the playing 

fields. Skipper Mike Cole celebrated losing his fifth toss in a row with an extended use of the indoor 

facilities and sent out Dave Simoes (34) and Denis Day (49) to lay something a little more concrete 

with an opening stand of 82 in 24 overs. Simoes’ bright 34 was ended by Ginger Chalmers (1-34) but 

Day continued to milk the late cut for an excellent 49 before slapping Chris Cross (1-46) ironically 

dead straight and was caught at deep mid on. The excellent foundation of 104-1 was blown away as 

Hurley tottered to 106-4, Trevor Balchin and Tim Moore disappearing in quick succession to Jim 

Pleasted (3-43) both without troubling the scorer who had enough to cope with outside a busy 

pavilion and much frequented bar. Phil Ridgeway (30) in unfamiliar territory in the middle order and 

Naeem Akhtar (58) added 55 in 14 overs; both batsmen slapping boundaries to increase the scoring 

rate. One slap over the pavilion from Akhtar was truly remarkable. Another 44 were added from the 

final 6 overs to hoist the visitors to a competitive 205-7 from their 52 overs. 

 

The somewhat predictable policy of opening with the old ball failed to trouble the Chalfont batsmen 

who raced to 60 inside 14 overs before Ravi Patel (30) was trapped lbw by the excellent Trevor Balchin 

(2-19). Dave Forrest’s 8th over proved explosive. Andy Forshaw survived a loud appeal for lbw from the 

first ball he faced and the second ball brought a similar appeal which this time was answered in the 

affirmative. The big Chalfont batsman trudged off to demolish the home changing rooms, his bat, and 

Chalfont’s reputation. Nick Lancaster (33) carpet bombed Hurley with a 47 run partnership with the 

impressive Alex Hardy (48not) before he was downed by Akhtar to a good catch at slip by Ridgeway. 

Skipper Stannard did not survive long as the game became nicely poised with the home side on 130-5 

and still needing 76 from their last 14 overs. But with Cole suffering an Achilles injury Hurley proved to 

be a bowler light and 20 runs light. Two big overs of 11 and 14 saw the home side scuttle home by 5 

wickets and 8 balls to spare.  


